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Abstract: Household waste is a serious environmental problem in Indonesia, especially in urban areas. Since 2010, biogas production from food waste has been introduced to reduce waste and provided an alternative to liquid petroleum gas (LPG) as cooking fuel in a pilot project in Bandung. Although the produced biogas is sufficient, the socio-economic aspects can hinder application. This study assesses the socio-economic feasibility of the project in Cibangkong, a typical urban area in Bandung, which includes four bio-digesters. The results show that the conversion of food waste into biogas is currently not economically feasible, mainly due to the low penetration of bio-slurry—a by-product commonly used for fertilizer—into local fertilizer supply-chains. From a social perspective, community acceptance is mainly influenced by procedural justice. Furthermore, while the produced biogas is perceived to be quite useful in substituting LPG, it has not yet been fully utilized due to low bio gas pressure and several technical failures, which in turn influence community acceptance of the digesters. It is thus concluded that introducing biogas production from waste to improve waste management and reduce LPG consumption
can be feasible when efforts to support the market uptake of bio-slurry, enhance biogas utilization, and improve procedural justice performance, are taken.
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1. Introduction

Many big cities in Indonesia, especially on the Java Islands, are now struggling to cope with high volumes of waste. There are 1.12 kilograms of waste/capita produced daily that must be managed [1]. In Bandung City alone, for example, 875 tons of waste is produced every day [2]. To remedy the negative impact of waste accumulation a variety of measures have been introduced, such as central landfills and other recycling programs. These, however, only cover 56% of generated waste and thus do not attain significant results [3]. The current waste management is lacking in both collection services and treatment facilities.

The waste collection service does not cover the entire urban area, with the highly dense populated areas being most affected, as the roads in these residential areas are very narrow, preventing collection trucks from passing through [4]. As a consequence, nationwide, the official sanitation department collects only 16.7 million tons of waste annually (in the household sector), while an additional 169 million tons are separately managed by local inhabitants in areas not covered by the waste collection service. A considerable amount of the waste is irresponsibly disposed of in the rivers (ca. 8 million tons/year) and burnt (ca. 6 million tons a year) [3]. Furthermore, in Bandung, the situation is adversely amplified by the fact that many waste collection trucks have exceeded their operating life span, further reducing the efficiency of the collection service [5].

Regarding treatment facilities, 47% of the landfills do not have appropriate supporting facilities and where supporting facilities do exist, 10% of them do not work properly. Some of the landfills are not equipped with a leachate treatment system, potentially releasing dangerous pollutants into the environment [3]. The current waste management system can have a more immediate devastating effect, as was the case in Bandung in 2004, when the landfill in Leuwigajah slid and buried local residences, resulting in 141 casualties and costing approximately US $434 million in losses [2]. Implementing waste reduction at the source as a waste management strategy is of great importance for reducing environmental pollution as well as the risk it poses to the local population. Since the household sector is the largest waste producer in Indonesia, targeting this sector is very relevant. Household waste is dominated by organic waste (ca. 67% of the total) [6], more specifically food waste originating in the kitchen (ca. 58% of the total) [3]. Thus, food waste should receive sufficient attention. Owing to its high water and moisture content, food waste from the household sector can take a great portion of waste transport loads. It is not surprising then that the sanitation department allocates 42.8% of the total budget for waste transportation [5]. In Bandung, the total allocation for waste transport could reach US $1.90/ton of waste in comparison to only US $0.30/ton for waste treatment in landfills [7]. Reducing the amount of food waste at the source can thus be more beneficial from a financial perspective as well.
Composting technology is currently applied as the most popular means to recycle organic waste into bio-fertilizer. However, due to the lack of market support, bio-fertilizer quality assurance, and the high cost of solid fertilizer transport, the composting technology shows insignificant progress [8]. A new alternative is now being explored consisting of converting organic waste, such as food waste, into biogas using bio-digesters. A bio-digester is built to provide a completely or almost anaerobic condition for some specific bacteria to grow and eventually digest the organic waste. This alternative is considered more beneficial, because in addition to the production of liquid bio-slurry used for fertilizer it also yields biogas as an energy source, which can substitute the commonly used Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG). The substitution of LPG is seen as a big advantage as LPG security is another problem faced by the household sector.

LPG consumption in Indonesia has rapidly increased and is expected to rise further in the future, mainly due to the National Energy Policy, which encourages households to shift their cooking fuel from kerosene to LPG. On average, the demand for LPG rises annually by 20%, with the highest increment being recorded between 2007 and 2008, at 62%. It is estimated that 9 million tons of LPG will be required to meet the national demand by the year 2030. The increase in LPG consumption raises several concerns as the domestic production capacity is no longer able to meet the growing demands, resulting in the need to import more LPG from abroad [9]. Additionally, the high LPG consumption at the household level also results in a further increase of the price and scarcity of subsidized LPG [10]. Regarding this matter, utilizing local renewable resources to produce energy may offer a more resilient energy supply [11].

Introducing the conversion of food waste into biogas on the household level to substitute LPG usage then becomes the nexus of solving the waste problem at the source and providing alternative energy to local residents as an incentive. Biogas production in Indonesia as in other developing countries, however, has so far been largely concentrated on cattle farms in rural areas with the common feedstock used being cow dung, not household waste [12]. On the other hand, the urban areas are the places where the waste management needs are acute and where such substitution of LPG by biogas would make the most impact in the energy sector as the urban sector consumes large quantities of LPG. Thus, investigating the potential and relevance of converting food waste into biogas on a household level is important if a broader development to reduce organic household waste in urban areas is to be promoted.

An initial study was conducted based on the experience from a pilot project in Cibangkong—the first location in Bandung city, where the provision of food waste conversion into biogas on a household level was introduced. The study addressed the technical, economic, and social aspects of food waste into biogas conversion in an urban setting in order to provide an initial indication of its relevance and potential. While the study reveals that biogas production in the location of study is sufficient both in the term of volume and methane compositions, in comparison to references that are found in the literature and are mentioned in Section 2.1 (biogas yields range from 156.40 L/kg to 227.62 L/kg; and methane composition falling in the ideal range with 55.76%–66.71%), this article focuses on the socio-economic aspects as these seem to be the areas in which barriers can be found and should be addressed. Some technical aspects of food waste to biogas conversion are briefly discussed, as they are relevant to the social and economic aspects. As such, this paper aims to highlight the potential and the barriers, as well as some suggestions to overcome them, of the conversion of food
waste to biogas on household level in an urban setting in Indonesia from a socio-economic perspective. In Section 2, the theoretical and contextual framework is reviewed. In Section 3, the location of study and the methodology are presented. In Section 4, the findings are presented and discussed, while Section 5 includes conclusions and recommendations.

2. The Theoretical and Contextual Framework

2.1. Biogas Production from Food Waste

Biogas is considered as a mixture of gases produced from an anaerobic degradation of organic materials by the consortium of microorganisms. Methane is the most common gas found in biogas and acts as an energy source. The concentration of methane may range from 50% to 70% [13]. It is followed by carbon dioxide, which has no energy content, and thus, decreases the total calorific value of biogas [14].

The feedstock of the biogas production may come from different sources including food waste. Food waste can be defined as organic waste, which results from unprocessed raw foods and leftover foods. The biogas produced from food waste varies greatly as one mixture of food waste may contain different organic materials and composition compared to another [15]. As an approximate estimation, a mixture of food waste can produce biogas equivalent to roughly 204 L/kg of the feedstock [16].

Food waste is usually mixed with cow rumen as it is needed to provide methanogens bacteria, which transform acetate acids, hydrogen, and carbon dioxides into methane [17]. The biogas production mechanism is likely to be a series of reactions in which a product from one reaction step is a material for another [18]. Thus, the presence of methanogens bacteria in the methanogenesis step holds an important role to connect the entire chained reaction pathway.

This series of chemical reactions occurs in a container, the so-called bio-digester. The material and the construction of the bio-digester vary with feedstocks, geological and hydrological conditions, budget availability, and many other factors. In the context of developing countries, a relatively small low-tech bio-digester is mostly introduced. The smallest size of the household-based bio-digester may reach around 0.75–1 m³. A more sophisticated construction can be seen in the bio-digester that contains food waste obtained from markets and canteens [19]. In Indonesia, bricks, plastic, plastic drums, and concrete are the materials usually used to build bio-digesters, though other materials are also possible [20].

The bio-digesters have different life spans, which rely primarily on the construction materials. For instance, fixed dome bio-digesters (brick and cement) and floating dome bio-digesters (brick, cement, and metal) have different the life spans, roughly 15–20 years and 12–15 years respectively. A bio-digester from polyethylene, which is relatively cheap, lasts for only 2–5 years [21]. Generally speaking, there is as a correlation between the durability of the bio-digester and the price of the bio-digester; the more expensive the bio-digester, the more durable it is [22], though some studies suggest that the lower costs digesters, despite their low durability, can be more economically accessible to low income families [23].

In order to reach the maximum economic benefit, a great yield of biogas production is necessary. Biogas production done on a small-scale level in developing countries is normally optimized by applying simple mechanical pre-treatments. Usually the feedstock is chopped before it is fed into bio-digester. This is aimed to increase the surface area of the feedstock and as a consequence, the rate
of biogas production increases. More importantly, smaller feedstock will assist in preventing the bio-digester from unwanted sedimentation or slow-degraded material accumulation in the bottom of the bio-digester [24].

Not only surface area but also the presence of contaminants must be taken into consideration to improve the biogas production. Examples of contaminants are metal, glass, plastic, and sands. Contaminants may form sediment in the bottom of the bio-digester and consequently reduce its performance [13]. The presence of the contaminants can be prevented by proper waste separation at the source. It thus implies that social acceptance of waste separation is very important.

Some management and financing aspects related to the developing country context should also be mentioned. Small-scale bio-digesters may belong to an individual household or to a community. Accordingly, it will affect how the costs and benefits are shared. Different ownership will in turn generate different management patterns. For instance, the challenges of ensuring proper operation and maintenance of the bio-digester between individual and communal digesters will not be the same. In fact, as the scale of the bio-digester increases, more complex regulation is required [25]. Furthermore, despite the simplicity of the bio-digester, the investment is still considerably high. Since most households in developing countries are generally middle to low income families, the fully self-funded investment mechanism is found to be rare. Many bio-digesters in Sub-Saharan African countries are subsidized [22]. Other common means to finance the investment are soft loans, such as in Bangladesh [26], and credit, which can be seen in Nepal [27].

2.2. Economic Feasibility

In this context, the economic factors of food waste conversion into biogas on a household level are highly relevant since they can become an inhibiting factor. The introduction of biogas production facilities (the bio-digesters) entails costs (investment) and economic benefits. Investment is generally divided into costs associated with the construction and placement of the bio-digester, and costs associated with operation and maintenance (O&M) [28]. The benefits include replacement of conventional energy (LPG), sales of bio-slurry (as bio-fertilizer), and waste reduction (reduction of waste management costs) [29]. Since, as mentioned above, economic factors can hinder the introduction of bio-digesters on household level as a decentralized waste management option, an economic feasibility analysis can assess their economic potential. Simply put, if the economic benefits are able to recover the costs, it may be concluded that bio-digesters are feasible in economic terms.

Many suitable economic parameters can be employed to assess the economic feasibility of the food waste into biogas conversion; one parameter is Net Present Value (NPV). NPV has been used as the measuring tool to evaluate economic feasibility of biogas production in several studies [18,30,31,32]. In comparison to other parameters such as Internal Rate [33] of Return or Payback Period [34], it is found to have more advantages. NPV is therefore used in this study to assess the economic feasibility of the bio-digesters in the location of study as presented in the methodology section.

In addition to the investment and economic benefit, two extra variables are involved in the measurement of NPV: the durability or life span of the bio-digester and the discount rate. The durability reflects the duration of benefits that can be generated. On the other hand, the discount
rate is one of the key elements in viewing the projected cash flow in the current state [35]. This value is used to adjust the economic return, which is possibly gained in the future [36].

2.3. Social Acceptance

Though a project can be feasible from a technical and economic perspective, a socially unacceptable project may lead to severe problems and risk to the investment. Social acceptance of the introduction of energy innovation such as biogas from food waste is a very broad concept and involves many dimensions. It generally covers three dimensions: socio-political acceptance, market acceptance, and community acceptance [37]. Socio-political acceptance entails the key stakeholders’ and decision-makers’ acceptance. Market acceptance indicates to what extent the customers (users) and investors accept the projects. Community acceptance entails the acceptance of the local stakeholders who contribute to a particular project. In this case, the dimension of community acceptance is addressed.

When addressing the food waste to biogas conversion project on a household level in an urban setting, the households and the community have a central role in determining the success of the biogas production in practice, as they are required to actively participate as elaborated below. However, in some Asian countries, many households have no sufficient experience in sorting their waste [38]. In addition, placing such facilities in urban areas where land is constrained and population density is high may trigger social conflicts [39]. Community acceptance and involvement is thus considered necessary in order to overcome obstacles.

Furthermore, considerable attention must be paid to encouraging women to participate when promoting community acceptance as managing household waste, food waste included, is one of the primary tasks for women in developing countries [40]. Thus, targeting women’s involvement in food waste reduction may give better results in regards to improved waste treatment [41]. As such, the participation of the household members, especially the women, is crucial.

Bio-digesters in Cibangkong are, in fact, classified as communal bio-digesters. It is because they provide local products and services such as anaerobic waste treatment, biogas, and even bio-slurry for some community members. In return, community members are required to cooperate in order to implement the project and ensure that the biogas production runs properly. For example, some households invest their land or front/back yard to be occupied by the bio-digesters (they practically become the bio-digester owner) and feed them, while others separate their waste to feed the bio-digesters and make sure the biogas feedstock is free of contaminants. On the other hand, potential nuisances from the facilities, such as bad odors and flies can affect the community as a whole due to spillover effect. Thus, the most relevant aspect of social acceptance that was studied in this case is community acceptance. Other aspects can be addressed in follow-up research.

Community acceptance includes several aspects: procedural justice, distributional justice, and trust. Procedural justice is how fairly the processes of decision-making and decision implementation are being conducted by a community as a whole. Distributional justice is how fairly the benefits and burdens are shared in the community. Lastly, trust is defined as how much the community believes in the intention of the external actor, in this case, the project initiators (proponents).

Procedural justice was initially perceived as a fair decision-making process [42], but it goes beyond this by also covering a fair decision implementation [43]. It includes several parameters, such as sufficient
participation, opportunity to be heard (voice), and sufficient access to relevant information [44]. Procedural justice is considerably important because it may reduce tensions caused by unfair distributional justice [45]. There is even an assumption that a fair procedure is likely to yield a fair outcome [46].

Distributional justice addresses two parameters: outcome fairness and outcome favorability. Outcome fairness, which in this context covers all burdens and benefits, can be simply described as how fairly the outcome is distributed. Creating a fair outcome, in a certain situation, may be difficult to obtain. For example, as Messick (1993) noted in the Vermunt and Tornblom (1996) states, when it is difficult to equally or proportionally distribute the benefit, establishing a fair distribution is not an easy task [47]. Due to the difficulty in guaranteeing a fair outcome, once again, procedural justice is strongly required to mitigate the negative reaction caused by unfavorable results. However, it is also stated that procedural justice not only influences distributional justice, but also the other way around [48]. Along with the fair outcome, outcome favorability can also be considered important. Outcome favorability means how favorable the outcome is, which in turn contributes to the extent to which people accept the outcome [49]. In other words, outcome fairness tends to be concerned with how fair the distribution of the outcome is, whereas outcome favorability focuses more on how the outcome is perceived as favorable.

Finally, the trust level is one aspect that refers to the degree of trust that the local inhabitants have in the proponents. When the project involves actors from outside the community as the facilitators or investors, as in the studied case, trust from local inhabitants becomes crucial [50]. Trust can basically be determined by the proponent’s attitude and capabilities as perceived by the local inhabitants [37]. These aspects and parameters are used in this paper to analyze and discuss the community acceptance in the location of study.

Figure 1 illustrates the above-mentioned parameters to reflect how community acceptance is built.

![Figure 1. Parameters affecting community acceptance.](image-url)
3. Research Location and Methods

3.1. Location and Description of the Studied Case

Cibangkong is administratively located in the sub-district of Batununggal, Bandung. It covers an area of 63.87 hectares, with ca. 3600 households and ca. 16,500 inhabitants. Cibangkong is divided into 13 different administrative units, locally known as Rukun Warga (RW). The details are illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The map of the Cibangkong residential area.](image-url)
In total, four bio-digesters currently operate in Cibangkong. One fixed dome bio-digester (19.2 m³, the biggest among all the bio-digesters in Cibangkong) is located in RW 11 and is able to contain almost all food waste generated by roughly 100 households. This bio-digester went into operation in December 2010. The other three, which are smaller (1.8 m³, able to contain food waste from five to ten households) and constructed as a portable type, were built in RW 8 and went into operation in November 2013.

The (not-for-profit) project was initiated by an environmentally related consulting company (the proponents) seeking to create a pilot site to function as a role model for other urban areas in Bandung, especially in converting their household waste into energy. All 13 RWs were approached with this project idea, of which initially only RW 11 accepted the invitation to voluntary join the program. Three years later, RW 8 joined as well. The funds were donated by Bank Jabar and Banten—a local bank that operated mainly in West Java and the Banten Province, Indonesia—for the initial bio-digester in RW 11, and by Surveyor Indonesia (a consulting company in the energy sector) for the additional bio-digesters in RW 8, as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program. The CSR mainly aims at better local waste management and providing extra income from LPG replacement. Two women-based organizations are involved in the project: Pembinaan Kesejahteraan Keluarga abbreviated to PKK—an official women empowerment organization operated mainly from RW to a larger administrative area—and a separate organization called My Darling—it stands for Masyarakat Sadar Lingkungan, meaning the Environmentally Aware Society—consisting mainly of housewives, to promote waste management in the involved RWs. The role of these women-based organizations is to become the local agent, promoting the importance of waste separation and waste reduction programs through biogas production. At the same time, these women organizations educate the household members (mostly housewives) to manage their waste and to use biogas in practice. The potential benefits of this program are thus reduced amounts of waste at source and the LPG replacement with biogas. The RW leaders, nonetheless, still have a certain degree of responsibility in supporting the project.

For the sake of clarity, the managerial aspects of the bio-digesters are separately described per area where the bio-digester is located (per RW).

3.1.1. RW 8

RW 8 has three smaller portable bio-digesters, which are placed in the yard of three separate households and are operated by the housewives. The households that volunteered their front or backyard for placing the bio-digesters became their owners. In return, the owners have the right to use biogas and bio-slurry that are produced in the bio-digester. They receive the food waste directly from their neighbors, normally 5–10 households within their vicinity, in exchange for access to using bio-slurry. Every afternoon, the housewives feed the bio-digester with already separated food waste. Food waste is dominated by inedible parts of raw vegetables (stems, rotten vegetable leaves) and fruit (pineapples, melon, orange, avocado, and many others) peels as one or two of their neighbors have a small business as juice sellers. The bio-digester is fed daily with ca. 7–10 kg of food waste. The biogas is only used by the bio-digester owners, while the bio-slurry is shared with the neighboring households. Compared to RW 11, more households in RW 8 have herbs and flower plantations close to
their house, so the bio-slurry is quite useful. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the actors who are involved in the biogas production and utilization in RW 8.

![Image of Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Backward management model operated by women in RW 8.

3.1.2. RW 11

The management model of biogas production from food waste in RW 11 is different than the one in RW 8. The bio-digester is, as mentioned above, bigger and is located close to the local waste landfill in RW 11 where it is managed and operated by the local communal waste collector. In return, the ownership is transferred to this waste collector.

The waste collector makes daily rounds to collect the waste from the households of RW 11. The collected waste is mostly a mixture of organic and inorganic waste. The mixed waste is put into a trolley and then brought to the landfill where it is separated. Recyclable waste (paper/boxes, recyclable metals, glass bottles and organic waste) is being separated and the rest is packed and loaded onto a
waste truck to be sent by the local sanitation department to the central landfill. The food waste, ca. 30–35 kg a day, is fed into the bio-digester. On occasion, a higher amount of food waste is collected and fed. For example, after a wedding party, more than 100 kg of food waste can be obtained.

The waste collector receives a salary as the communal waste collector from an obligatory local waste service fee in the amount of US $558.14/year (the local currency is converted into US dollars at the 2015 rate, US $1.00 = IDR 12,900). In addition, due to the extra work related to the bio-digester, and as the only one who operates the bio-digester, he earns an extra US $27.96/year from the three households in the vicinity of the bio-digester, which use the produced biogas. He also has the right to sell bio-slurry and receive half of the revenue as his additional income, US $11.70/year. The rest is given to the proponents since they supply the labeled plastic jugs used to contain the bio-slurry. However, the price of bio-slurry is only determined by the proponents. Figure 4 illustrates the bio-digester setting in RW 11.

Figure 4. Communal management model operated by the waste collector in RW 11.
3.2. Research Methods

Several tools are used to gather the data. With respect to the economic feasibility, open questionnaires were used to collect data regarding economic variables. The equation is modified from Kandpal [30] and was then used.

\[ NVP = \frac{1 - (1+i)^{-t}}{t} (Ab - Ac) - C \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

- **NPV** = Net Present Value
- **Ab** = Annual benefits
- **Ac** = Annual operating costs
- **i** = Interest rate
- **t** = Life time of the plant
- **C** = Cost of the bio-digester

To investigate the community’s acceptance, a semi-structured interview with some of the community representatives was held and several Likert-Scale questionnaires were distributed to all. Only neighboring households were omitted from the interview because it requires the participant to have a mutual interaction with the proponents, as it is intended to examine procedural justice and trust. They were; however, involved in the distributional justice analysis since they also contribute to the implementation of the project. Due to the larger number of neighboring households involved in RW 11, they were sampled based on random sampling using the Slopin formula.

\[ S = \frac{N}{1 + Ne^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

- **S** = Number of sample; **N** = Number of population; **e** = Margin of error (0.05).

According to the Slopin formula and considering that in RW 11 there are 109 neighboring households, the sample was calculated to be 86 households. In contrast, in RW 8 only 23 neighboring households are involved and thus a census was adequate. When the Slopin is applied to neighboring households in RW 8, the result is 22, which is not much different. One neighboring household is presented by one family member—which can be either male (M) or female (F)—who is mainly responsible for managing household waste. Lastly, the heads of several local institutions from both RWs were selected through a purposive sampling technique (only those who are involved in the biogas project). Table 1 describes the sampling procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RW</th>
<th>Target Group</th>
<th>Number of Population</th>
<th>Sampling Method</th>
<th>Number of Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bio-digester owners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Census</td>
<td>3 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighboring households</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Census</td>
<td>23 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heads of several local institutions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Purposive sampling</td>
<td>3 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Biogas users in RW 11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Census</td>
<td>3 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local waste officer in RW 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Census</td>
<td>1 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighboring households in RW 11</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Random sampling</td>
<td>86 (81 F + 5 M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heads of several local institutions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Purposive sampling</td>
<td>2 F + 1 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>115 F +7 M</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results and Discussion

The results are presented and discussed for both the economic feasibility and the community acceptance aspects. Reported barriers are presented and potential ways to overcome them are briefly suggested.

4.1. Economic Feasibility

In order to evaluate the economic feasibility, the business model for both RWs is presented. Despite the fact that it is a non-profit pilot project funded by a CSR program, the business model needs to be constructed to forecast the possibility of a self-funded option, and for the purpose of investigating the areas where the model can be improved. It basically elaborates the investment and financial scheme, money flows, and economic benefit disbursement. The variables involved can be simply categorized into two types: costs and benefits. The costs include both the initial investment and the annual expenditures. The initial investment is equal to the cost of purchasing or building the digester, which includes installation cost, labor cost and transportation cost. The initial investment in the project is currently paid by external parties (as part of a CSR program). Annual expenditures including maintenance cost, operational cost, and other costs like electricity for the blower are incurred by the digester’s owner (the biogas user). The benefits cover LPG reduction (saving in buying LPG), bio fertilizer sales, and the waste reduction, which is valued by considering the fuel saving gained by public waste service. Figure 5 shows the business model for both RWs.

Legend
1. Pay the initial investment (US$ 3,488.37).
3. Pay handling waste service fee (US$ 27.96/year), blower maintenance cost (US$ 31.04), electricity (US$ 0.88/year) and waste service fee.
4. Receive an half of bio-slurry sales (US$ 11.70/year), biogas handling payment (US$ 27.96/year), and waste service payment (US$ 558.14/year).
5. Pay waste service fee and send away mostly unseparated waste
6. Benefit from waste reduction (US$ 14.60/year)
7. Receive an half of bio-slurry sales (US$ 11.70/year)

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. The comparison of business model between RW 11 and RW 8.

RW 11

In order to strengthen the monetary information, Table 2 is also presented. Table 2 lists the costs and economics benefits of biogas production from food waste in both RW 8 and RW 11 respectively. All values in the table, except for the initial investment, are in the form of an annual figure. Due to the fact that the bio-digesters’ capacity, as well as the costs and benefits, differ between the two types of bio-digesters, a differentiation is made between both systems. For the purpose of the analysis, two different situations are calculated: best-case scenario and actual situation. Best-case scenario refers to the situation when bio-slurry sales are in the maximum condition (all bio-slurry is sold). The actual situation means that the bio-slurry sales reflect the factual condition.

Several important notions may be drawn up. In the best-case scenario, the investment of the bio-digester can potentially be covered by the profits in the first year alone. The biggest source of income comes from the bio-slurry sales followed by the LPG reduction. However, in the actual situation, the sale of bio-slurry is very low, less than 50 L/year and 10 L/year for the fixed dome and portable bio-digester respectively, which lead to low financial income.

The NPV calculation for both bio-digesters is conducted by considering costs and benefits above and using several assumptions. The first assumption is that the discount rate refers to the index from the Indonesian Bank, which is 7.5%. The second assumption is the life span of each bio-digester: 20 years for the fixed dome bio-digester and 10 years for the portable bio-digester.
Table 2. Costs and benefits of a fixed dome digester in RW 11 and portable digester in RW 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RW</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial investment</td>
<td>Digester cost</td>
<td>US $ 3488.37</td>
<td>1 unit</td>
<td>US $ 3488.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Installation cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Annual cost</td>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>US $ 3.88/blower</td>
<td>8 blowers/year</td>
<td>US $ 31.04/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operational cost</td>
<td>US $ 2.33/month</td>
<td>12 months/year</td>
<td>US $ 27.96/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>US $ 3488.37/digester</td>
<td>1 digester/20 years</td>
<td>US $ 174.42/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>US $ 0.05/kWh</td>
<td>17.52 kWh/year</td>
<td>US $ 0.88/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Initial Investment</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 3488.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual benefits</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 0.46/kg</td>
<td>144 kg/year</td>
<td>US $ 66.24/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>4800 L/year</td>
<td>US $ 3744.00/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Waste reduction</td>
<td>US $ 0.50/m³</td>
<td>29.2 m³/year</td>
<td>US $ 14.60/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Benefits</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 0.46/kg</td>
<td>144 kg/year</td>
<td>US $ 66.24/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>30 L/year</td>
<td>US $ 23.40/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waste reduction</td>
<td>US $ 0.50/m³</td>
<td>29.2 m³/year</td>
<td>US $ 14.60/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Annual Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 3824.84/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Benefits</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 0.46/kg</td>
<td>36 kg/year</td>
<td>US $ 16.56/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>1200 L/year</td>
<td>US $ 936.00/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waste reduction</td>
<td>US $ 0.50/m³</td>
<td>7.7 m³/year</td>
<td>US $ 3.85/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Annual Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 956.41/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Benefits</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 0.46/kg</td>
<td>36 kg/year</td>
<td>US $ 16.56/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>8 L/year</td>
<td>US $ 6.24/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waste reduction</td>
<td>US $ 0.50/m³</td>
<td>7.7 m³/year</td>
<td>US $ 3.85/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Annual Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 26.65/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the best-case scenario, the NPV of the fixed dome bio-digester in RW 11 is US $33,115.36 and the NPV of the portable bio-digesters is US $5268.20 both are positive (above zero), meaning all are potentially feasible from an economic perspective. However, in actuality, the NPV of both bio-digesters is negative, −US $ 4814.27 and −US $ 1113.75 for fixed dome bio-digester and portable bio-digester respectively. It implies that the biogas production from food waste is currently not cost-effective.

Low bio-slurry sales are the main reason for the negative NVP. The low bio-slurry sales is caused by the lack of market support for bio-slurry and financial incentive to make the bio-slurry’s price acceptable in the market. Since it is produced from waste and does not require much time in the case of composting, it is often argued that the bio-slurry should be cheaper than its counterparts like compost, whereas it currently has a similar price (the price of compost per kilogram is currently the
same as that of bio-slurry per liter, US $0.78). The significance of bio-slurry sales is also found in previous research [51].

Although biogas is produced in large amounts, LPG replacement is currently not the biggest economic added value. This is due to the current inefficient distribution caused by low biogas pressure (compared with LPG) and relatively cheap LPG prices due to subsidies. This can, of course, be changed by altering the policy of subsidizing LPG (e.g., reduce LPG subsidies or introduce similar subsidies to biogas use) or by applying some technical improvement.

While bio-slurry as an organic fertilizer is considered the largest source of income, the fact is that the sales are currently not sufficient to make the NPV positive. This finding can be seen as a barrier to the large-scale introductions of household level bio-digesters in Indonesia. Supporting the introduction and entry of the bio-slurry to the market by government or private sectors can become a powerful means to make biogas production from food waste economically feasible, and at the same time, attract more people to use biogas production as their waste treatment method. Additionally, reducing LPG subsidies or introducing technical improvements to increase biogas pressure may increase the added value of LPG substitution, making the economic relevance of biogas production higher.

In order to estimate the impact of the proposed improvements towards the NVP results, a sensitivity analysis is carried out. The new NPV after improvements is compared to the former value and the difference is then calculated. The percentage of change of the output (NPV) is divided by that of the change of the variable (improvement) to find the sensitivity value. The monetary value of LPG substitution and bio-slurry sales are chosen as the determining variables because they have a high potential contribution to the NPV. The economic value of the LPG replacement can be maximized if the LPG subsidy is withdrawn, increasing the current price, US $ 0.46/kg to US $ 1.00/kg and technical improvements such as increasing the biogas pressure and distribution are applied. According to the information obtained from the appointed biogas technician in Cibangkong, these technical improvements may lead to the higher rate of LPG replacement, 576 kg/year and 144 kg/year for RW 11 and RW 8 respectively. It is also assumed that with the government intervention to promote bio-slurry to the markets and provide the necessary incentives, for instance through partnerships with agricultural department, urban farming programs, and organic plantation companies, that the sales can achieve a half of the maximum, 2400 L/year and 600 L/year for RW 11 and RW 8 respectively. Table 3 below briefly shows the result of the sensitivity analysis.

Based on all figures presented above, several highlights may be generated. Technical improvements plus LPG policy reform and market supports for bio-slurry appear to have a stronger influence on NPV for the fixed dome digester in RW 11, as indicated by the higher sensitivity values. When comparing the two options of improving technical performances and supporting bio-slurry market penetration, the former tends to have a greater significance. Technical improvements, however, require higher capital investments, while policy reforms normally takes longer because of the numerous political interests.

It should be noted when discussing the benefits in relation to the economic feasibility, that the benefits are, in fact, distributed among different stakeholders. For example, LPG reduction is beneficial only for people who use the biogas; bio-slurry is only beneficial for the people who are able to sell it; waste reduction (related to the reduction of waste transport costs) is beneficial to the sanitation department. That means that the benefits are difficult to cultivate. A possible step forward
can be to encourage other stakeholders, such as the sanitation department or the agricultural department to participate because they actually have or potentially will get the benefits.

**Table 3.** Costs and benefits of fixed dome digester in RW 11 and portable digester in RW 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RW</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>LPG Price</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Annual Benefit</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Current situation</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 0.46/kg</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>US $ 66.24/year</td>
<td>-US $4814.27</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>30 L/year</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 23.40/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Technical improvement and</td>
<td>LPG replacement</td>
<td>US $ 1.00/kg</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>US $ 576/year</td>
<td>US $382.48</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LPG policy reform</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>2400 L/year</td>
<td></td>
<td>US $ 1872.00/year</td>
<td>$14,031.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Market support</td>
<td>Bio-slurry sales</td>
<td>US $ 0.78/L</td>
<td>600 L/year</td>
<td>US $ 468.00/year</td>
<td>US $2055.81</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Social Acceptance

The continuity of a particular project does not necessarily depend on economic return only, but rather on social acceptance as well. Even though the NPV is currently negative, the pilot project still keeps running despite considerable obstacles in the field. Studying the social acceptance thus gives a valuable insight to the existing problems as well as the opportunities. It may eventually generate lessons that are indeed useful for any future actions. As such, the social acceptance is further addressed in the following sections. Since waste management is often one of the primary tasks for women in developing countries, a gender perspective is also offered.

4.2.1. Gender Disaggregated Data

As indicated earlier, gender-based social situations may affect the acceptance towards the project. In such cases, gender disaggregated data for both RWs may give preliminary backgrounds for further socially related investigations. The comparison of social conditions between men and women can indeed influence the management model and its success. Table 4 compares the gender-disaggregated data between RW 11 and RW 8. The gender aspects are selected from Singh et al. [52] as they are perceived to be relevant to represent the basic gender equality parameters. The analysis also follows the same method presented in that study. The data is obtained from interviews with local officials who work for a local administrative unit one level above RW called “Kelurahan”, direct observations, and complimentary estimation when needed.
Table 4. Comparison of the gender disaggregated data between RW 11 and RW 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Gender Aspect</th>
<th>RW 8 N</th>
<th>RW 8 M (%)</th>
<th>RW 8 F (%)</th>
<th>RW 11 N</th>
<th>RW 11 M (%)</th>
<th>RW 11 F (%)</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>2938</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Illiteracy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>44.4% 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not enrolled in primary education</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>37.5% 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inability to make decision¹</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>72.1% 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Economic inactivity</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1271</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>90.0% 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Income difference</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>5.4% -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Total aggregated index</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = number of population; M = Male; F = Female; I = Gender Index. ¹ The table represents the percentage of the men and women who have no influence in the local decision making processes. The calculation is rooted in the percentage of men and women representatives in Cibangkong and its detailed method may be found in Singh et al [52].

As can be seen in Table 4, RW 11 has a higher total aggregated index compared to RW 8 (also supported by the fact that the income difference is a bit higher in RW 11). It indicates that women in RW 11 are less equal in the social viewpoint in comparison to men. It may also lead to the situation where women have fewer opportunities to participate, contribute, or take part in society as the domination of men can, to a certain extent, suppress female involvement. On the other hand, women’s involvement is necessary as they play important roles in their household and community—which are also relevant to the “waste-to-biogas” conversion project in Cibangkong—as shown in Table 5.

According to Table 5, women dominate the roles of managing waste, kitchens, food, and energy at the household level. Increasing women’s involvement can thus be beneficial for a waste conversion project, such as the one in Cibangkong, since it deals with food waste and cooking fuel. This fact also explains why most of the respondents in this study are women.

The gender roles on a community level seem to be similar to the household level whereby women are in charge of child health care and cleaning-associated tasks, while men are in charge of physically intense jobs. With respect to waste management, however, an interesting finding from a gender perspective is that the roles change from women at a household level to men at community level. This is due to the fact that managing waste at a community level requires extra physical work such as pulling the heavy waste trolley, compacting a huge amount of waste, and loading the waste truck, and thus men take over this task.

As described above, the management models in the RWs are different. While cooking fuel management in both RWs is similar (dominated by women), the waste management is not. In the centralized model that is implemented in RW 11, the waste management is dominated by men whereas in RW 8 where a household-oriented approach is applied, it is dominated by women. This is further expected to influence the community acceptance.
Table 5. Gender roles in household and community levels in Cibangkong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles (Scoping Cibangkong Areas)</th>
<th>Gender Domination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working to provide household income</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing household income</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owing the house</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulating kitchen/food expenditure</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing front/backyard/plantations</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible for health/child care (bringing the children to the local immunization program, routine health check, and having the children showered and dressed)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing household waste</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing transportation (picking up children from school or women family members to the market)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owing the land</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing energy (paying electricity bill, buying LPG)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining the physical properties of the house (fixing rooftop, painting house, fixing broken furniture and home appliances)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing clothes</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping for basic home basic necessities (foods, kitchen appliances, home decoration)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking foods</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning the communal streets (cutting grasses, clean up the waste around them)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing several public facilities (building security guard post, gates normally from bamboo)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning up public facilities such as mosque and meeting hall</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing and cooking foods for communal events such as local sports competitions, and religious-based events</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing communal waste (transferring waste from households to the local landfill and doing household waste separation)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing child health care program (immunization, vaccination)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating in night security guard operations (normally every night several groups of men will walk around neighborhood to guarantee the citizens are safe from any unwanted events such as robbery and fires)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Community Acceptance

As aforementioned, the community acceptance covers three different aspects: procedural justice, distributional justice, and trust. The procedural justice and trust aspects were investigated via interviews that were held with community representatives in both RWs as specified in the Table 1. The distributional justice was investigated using Likert-scale questionnaires due to the relatively larger number of subjects. The results are generalized in Table 6.
Table 6. Results of community acceptance analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>RW 8</th>
<th>RW 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Procedural justice</td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>Almost all representatives participated</td>
<td>Lack of participation from local officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
<td>A mix between, negative, neutral and positive responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outcome fairness</td>
<td>Positive reviews</td>
<td>Lack of willingness to share burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
<td>A mix between neutral and positive responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
<td>Positive responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RW 8

The procedural justice aspect in RW 8 seems to be well accepted and is supported by the fact that most community representatives contribute to the development of the biogas project and express positive remarks. Involved groups in RW 8 commit to participate. They are satisfied with how the proponents respond to their voices, and the information given by the proponent is found useful according to community representatives.

Outcome fairness is well established since the community representatives participate (part of procedural justice) to build good cooperation between the bio-digester owners and the neighbors around them. They are willing to share both benefits and burdens. For instance, the bio-digester owners are not reluctant to share the bio-slurry for free with neighbors (some neighbors like growing herbs, spices, and flowers in their back/front yard so bio-slurry is quite useful) since they provide and separate the waste for the bio-digesters. Generally, favorable outcomes are reported to be: biogas production, bio-slurry, and LPG saving. However, there are still concerns regarding the stench that rises from rotten feedstock inside the bio-digester and blowers that are not durable and often break down.

The trust aspect, which covers capability, attitude, and approach of the project’s proponents, shows many positive responses. The proponents are well accepted in the community. The Cibangkong residents were approached door-to-door (considered very polite in common Indonesian culture), and the information given (part of procedural justice) positively influenced how local residents perceive the proponent’s capability.

From a gender perspective, women’s involvement is very strong in RW 8. Regarding community leaders and organizations involved, all women organizations including PKK and My Darling work together in almost all stages of the project. They are committed to the project and make sure all households are aware of the program, thus the level of acceptance is found to be higher in RW 8. Furthermore, the Head of RW 8 who is also a woman, along the Head of PKK and My Darling—
and their female members—frequently attend the religious activity in a local Mosque while discussing neighborhood-associated issues. These women groups have close ties with each other and have previously collaborated in organizing several women empowerment programs such as women health care program, urban farming, and a clean neighborhood competition.

On the household level, women are very involved in the operation of the digesters, both the owners and the neighboring households. Relevant activities such as waste separation, feeding the digester, using the biogas and the fertilizers are all done by local women. Since the total gender aggregated index in RW 8 is higher, it can potentially further explain the higher involvement level. The owners of the portable digesters in RW 8 also have a mutual interaction with the local women groups since they are the members of PKK and My Darling as well. They join the same religious activity in RW 8, giving them opportunities to make contacts and discuss the project. It is also found that the portable digester owners have a higher education level or welfare. The implication is that they receive much respect from the neighboring households and in return get the food waste already separated. Gardening activities seem to be common, thus sharing the bio-slurry is favorable and will be a good incentive to educate households in RW 8 about the importance and benefits of better waste management practices.

RW 11

The results for RW11 show a slightly different picture, mainly regarding the level of participation of local officials and regarding the outcome fairness. In RW 11, community representatives like the head of the RW and the head of PKK are not active in the implementation stage. Although they attended the meetings in the planning stage, they remained in the background in the implementation stage and let the main activities be led and organized by the head of My Darling. Their position is that they are busy with their formal occupation, and that it is better to let the other organizations (referring to My Darling) that are in the field and have more time take the lead in the implementation stage. Their absence in the implementation stage leads to neutral reaction towards the “voice” parameter. However, the head of My Darling states that the proponents address the people’s voices really well. The negative responses regarding the “voice” are expressed by the local waste collector. He feels that his requests, such as one to lower the price of bio-slurry (as aforementioned, currently considered to be high in comparison to other products on the market), to increase his salary, and to add personnel to reduce his workload have never been seriously considered by the proponents and local authorities.

The negative results for the outcome fairness also originate from the local waste collector and are related to the lack of participation on the community representatives’ side (part of procedural justice). The local waste officer feels burdened with the huge task of separating waste from more than one hundred households and sees more involvement of the community representatives as crucial in raising awareness about the importance of waste separation by the households themselves. In terms of outcome favorability, though biogas and bio-slurry (benefit sides) are favorable, the local waste officer experienced many unfavorable outcomes such as inadequate salary, low bio-slurry sales, and unseparated waste. These unfavorable outcomes appear seemingly because he feels that his voice (part of procedural justice) has not been sufficiently addressed.
The trust level towards the proponents in RW 11 is not as high as in RW 8. Trust levels, especially the capability parameter is also determined by the outcome favorability. For example, unfavorable outcomes (part of distributional justice), such as dysfunctionality of the blower and fluctuating biogas yield led to the questioning of the proponent’s capability by some of the community representatives. In addition, it is also influenced by the information parameter (part of procedural justice). For example, when people feel they were well informed, they tend to feel that the proponents have good capability.

From a gender perspective, the situation in RW 11 is different in comparison to RW 8. Regarding community leaders and organizations involved, the Head of RW 11 is a man who works for almost 10–11 h a day, does not often communicate with the women organizations, and is less involved in the implementation of the project. Furthermore, the Head of PKK and My Darling in RW 11 (both are women) tend to have less interaction, partially because the Head of PKK has to work as a teacher in other area far from Cibangkong. There are also fewer joint ventures by PKK and My Darling groups in RW 11.

One reason could be the economic gap between PKK and My Darling groups in this RW. The Head of My Darling in RW 11 is, in fact, the wife of the waste collector and the initiator of My Darling in Cibangkong. She and other members of the group are considered below the poverty line (some of them are unemployed), and their incomes are less than US $100 a month. Due to their lower welfare, which leads to lower social status, they are mostly involved in sanitation activities (e.g., collecting waste from streets), while PKK members, who have a better social image, are more active in upper class-related activities such as child vaccination programs. In this RW, thus, My Darling has little influence over increasing participation in solving the waste issues due to their lower social status. On the other hand, PKK groups seem to be reluctant to be more involved despite their higher capacity in raising awareness. On a household level, since in this management model there is no direct involvement of households and in the absence of awareness regarding the importance of waste separation—a responsibility of the women in the households, most of the work is left to the community waste collector. Furthermore, the total gender aggregated index in RW 11 is higher than in RW 8 and may further explain the lack of participation in this RW. This, however, needs to be further studied.

To summarize, regarding community acceptance in the location of study, barriers that are reported include both technical (e.g., inefficient blowers, uneven biogas yield) and non-technical (e.g., lack of participation by women-based local officials, lack of voices being heard) elements. Both affect the different aspects of community acceptance. While the technical barriers are reported in both RWs, the non-technical barriers are found mainly in RW 11, especially the inadequate cooperation between women organizations, inadequate waste separation on a household level and the subsequent dissatisfaction of the waste collector. As such, an important finding is that differences in the level of community acceptance can be seen between the two RWs. This can be attributed to the different management models and the non-technical barriers evolved around both RWs. In RW 8 with smaller bio-digesters that are being operated on a smaller scale by few neighboring households, with strong involvement of women, the level of involvement in the operation of the digesters and satisfaction from the process is higher than in RW 11 with a bigger scale bio-digester and more centralized management model. For example, the waste collector’s dissatisfaction from his increased task of separating the waste and feeding the bio-digester while he is not being well compensated. This is caused by waste not being separated by the households themselves (thus increasing his work load) and by his feeling that
his voice is not being heard with regards to his income. The unseparated waste is a manifestation of the lack of collaboration between relevant organizations, which in this case are women organizations, and as a result, lower awareness and active involvement of women in the households regarding waste separation. It is also found in this research that the bio-digester size/scale effects the management scheme which effects the level of acceptance thus, if and when bigger scale bio-digesters are introduced, further steps may be needed (such as more involvement of community leaders, more effort in getting households—meaning women within these households—to separate waste at the source, and better financial compensation for waste collectors) if the level of acceptance is to be higher.

In Figure 6, the community acceptance and how it can be constructed from its components is illustrated. There are some important notes regarding this schematic diagram. All lines in the picture only represent the indication of influence, not its significance. The connections between the components are elaborated based on statements and opinions collected during the data collection. It needs more quantitatively statistical analysis to prove the correlation and its significance. Furthermore, the analysis only scopes the interaction between one component in one particular aspect to another component in a different domain area (for instance, participation in the procedural justice aspect may influence outcome fairness in the distributional justice aspect). An interaction between components in one particular aspect (for example, participation against voice) may possibly occur. However, it is out of the research boundaries and may be studied in any further research. This can thus be seen only as an indicative finding.

Regarding some of the barriers related to community acceptance which are found in this research, possible solutions may include strengthening the participation of officials from local women’s institutions (PKK and RW), giving better opportunities to all voices, especially the waste operator (RW 11), and sharing the incurred burdens as the communal entity to guarantee a fair distribution of outcomes. Along with non-technical solutions, improvement on the quality of the blower and the consistency of the biogas production may also bring positive impacts as these are currently connected to a lack of favorable outcomes, and in turn, reduced trust.
5. Conclusions

The paper reflects on a pilot project for food waste reduction through biogas production on a household level in an urban setting in Indonesia. The indicative findings can be valuable both academically and practically. In an economic perspective, the conversion of food waste into biogas in Cibangkong is currently not feasible, although, the NVP value of both types of bio-digester has the potential to be highly positive (in the best-case scenario). The existing market condition of bio-slurry is the main factor that brings NPV of both bio-digesters into negative values. In the short term, putting effort into assisting market entry and increasing income from the bio-slurry is expected to increase the economic feasibility of the bio-digesters. In the long term, reducing subsidies for LPG and/or introducing similar subsidies to biogas may also increase the benefits, and thus relevance of biogas production from food waste on household level. Although the bio-digesters in the location of study were donated and not financed by the actual households, the findings regarding their economic feasibility can be relevant in any future application of similar bio-digesters in other financial schemes, such as soft loans and credits.

Regarding community acceptance, it is shown to be mostly determined by the procedural justice aspects. Distributional justice and trust also influence the community acceptance, though indicatively less than procedural justice. Gender roles and women’s involvement level in the managerial aspects are likely to play a key role in successful implementation. The participation of groups of women can further reinforce greater community acceptance.

The level of acceptance is also found to be related to the size of the bio-digester, which in turn determines its management scheme in relation to the procedural justice. While it cannot be concluded that the size itself results in lower acceptance, it does imply that more procedural justice aspects, such as more involvement of community leaders, more participation of the local community (women) in waste separation at the source, and more effort put into compensating the local waste officer, may be needed more in the case of larger bio-digesters than in the case of smaller ones in order to increase acceptance levels.

Based on the results of this study, several recommendations can be generated:

1. It will be beneficial to seek technical improvement regarding biogas production and utilization it to reach its potential application, especially in replacing LPG as a cooking fuel and increasing community acceptance for this waste management strategy.
2. Adequate support for bio-slurry to penetrate the market is recommended. It also opens an opportunity to further assess the demand and market condition of the bio-slurry to provide solutions to these problems.
3. Based on the study of community acceptance, establishing procedural justice seems to be very important. Thus, promoting better participation and considering minority voice to guarantee a fair outcome is advised.
4. Involvement of women—mainly in charge of waste management, seems to be very important in increasing successful implementation and social acceptance. Improving cooperation by local women is thus advised.
5. When introducing larger scale bio-digesters as the measures to reduce food waste, more effort may be needed to ensure higher levels of acceptance by local women in participating households,
such as community education programs for waste separation at the source, more involvement by community leaders, and better compensation for the communal waste collectors.

It can be concluded that indeed at the moment the NVP is negative, but that looking at the digester as a “single product” model—that is only producing biogas—will make it less financially and economically sustainable. Implementing additional resource recovery such as nutrients by producing, sharing, and selling the bio slurry, is expected to further provide cost-recovery thus making it more financially and economically sustainable. For this, though, support in market penetration is crucial. Although the NVP as calculated in this study is currently negative, additional social benefits such as reducing pollution, improving health, etc., should also be taken into consideration and should be addressed in follow-up research.
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